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Summer news from ES-MN…
Spring and summer are busy
periods at ES-MN. We are
happy to share with you a brief
recap of the last couple of
months in the school.

Creativity to stimulate
learning

ES-MN´s dedicated team of
teachers continues to include
varies creative elements into the
curriculum in order to stimulate
learning. In addition to the more
traditional English classes, these
past few months have included
a weekly English speaking day,
a role-play day and an English
singing competition.

The students continue making
progress in the English language
while gaining confidence, as
they are encouraged to perform
and speak in front of their
classmates.
Moreover, creative activities are
added to the computer
curriculum every month. These
past months have included a
computer quiz where the
students are tested on how
quickly they can use a search
engine to find relevant
information online, a Power
Point competition and a “Fun
Photoshop” workshop where the

students learned more about the
different aspects of Photoshop
and how to use the software
when creating presentations.

Preparing for the High
School entrance exam

Over the last few months the
teachers have placed significant
focus on assisting the older
students to prepare for the High
School entrance exam. Weekly
review classes in the main three
subjects English language, math
and literature have been held in
order to make sure all students
where well prepared to take the
test.
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The “Friendship Journey”
initiative

In order to bridge the gap
between the older and more
experienced students and the
younger students, an activity
named the “Friendship
Journey” was initiated. One
class of younger students meets
one class of older students on a
regular basis and plan an
activity that they enroll in
together outside the school.
We have already started to
witness some very positive
results from this new initiative
as the ambiance between the
students have gotten better and
the students spend more time
engaging with friends outside
their own class and age group.

A few achievements worth
mentioning..
Toan became the first ESMN student to study
abroad

On June 13th, Toan Luu of
class 1D left for India where he
has been awarded a full
scholarship to study Business
Administration at a renowned
university. Toan has settled in
well in his new country and is
so far enjoying his time at
university. He has enrolled in
many student circles and varies
student groups and have
reported back to ES-MN that
he is doing very well.

29 new students got
accepted to High School

We are proud to announce
that all students who took the
High School entrance exam
passed. Ten students got
accepted to schools in Phan
Thiet and will be living in ESMN´s student dormitory, and
nineteen students got accepted
to high school in Mui Ne
village and will continue living
with their families. Four
students got the highest scores
in English in the entire
province.

Two more students were
offered full time positions

Two more ES-MN students
were offered full time positions
at the luxury resorts Full Moon
Village and Mia Resort in Mui
Ne.
We wish you all a beautiful
summer and thank you for your
continuous support.
Warm wishes,

the ES-MN team
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